
 



TERRACHANGE TOKEN WHITE PAPER 

 

INTRODUCTION 

There was a time when people cared about protecting the 

environment, regardless of their political beliefs. A time 

when people cared more about doing what is right and 

possible than fighting for meaningless and unattainable causes. With the advance of 

progressivism, the movement ended up hijacking the true meaning of environmental 

preservation and throwing this aspect that is so important for our existence and for our 

planet into the hands of leaders who only want to use this agenda to achieve their own 

personal goals. 

It was from the revolt generated by this fact that the TerraChange (CHG) token emerged. 

We were born from the idea that yes; We must really preserve nature. But we will do it 

by example, by practice, by leadership. Not through narratives, imposition of ideas and 

militancy in favor of impossible goals. We will not attack abstract enemies that we can 

never defeat. 

Our project goes against the grain of ESG and Woke ideologies that may soon end up 

suffocating small businesses with so many rules and regulations that will make it more 

expensive and unfeasible for small entrepreneurs to do business. We believe in a fairer, 

more transparent, and decentralized market. A market where individuals, small and 

large companies can defend the environment without strangling development, the 

economy and individual freedom. 

We know that there are already a few other tokens that have an affinity for this 

sustainability purpose. But we are different precisely because we are against this whole 

movement that has misrepresented the true meaning of "environmental preservation". 

Let's innovate the market by seeking to protect our planet the old-fashioned way. And 

doing it with our bare hands. We will strive to ensure that our work and resources are 

not directed to partners and projects that follow ideologies that diverge from our own 

beliefs. 

 

MORE ACTION, LESS INK AND POSTERS 

In a world where environmental preservation often gets lost in the halls of activism, it's 

crucial that we rethink our approaches to saving the planet. The challenge is not to 

protest with colorful posters, but to adopt practical attitudes that really impact the 

environment in a positive, realistic and objective way. 



Over the years, environmental preservation has been misrepresented in a media 

spectacle, where being eco-friendly has become more of a trend than a necessity. While 

some people dedicate themselves to raising flags and proclaiming impassioned 

speeches, garbage continues to pile up in the oceans, forests are decimated, and air 

pollution reaches alarming levels. 

Many have become hostages of stage activism, forgetting that true environmental 

preservation lies in everyday actions. It's not enough to post on social media about the 

importance of saving bees; We need to plant flowers that feed them in our own 

backyards. It is not enough to protest deforestation; It is essential to support sustainable 

practices and responsible consumption. 

It's time to abandon the idea that environmental preservation is a cause to be embraced 

only at grandiose events. You don't have to participate in protests to be effective. Small, 

everyday actions have a significant impact when it comes to preserving nature. 

Cycling more often, recycling, saving water and supporting local products are concrete 

steps that everyone can take without the need for a megaphone. The focus should be 

on practical changes, not ephemeral hashtags or slogans. 

In addition, it is essential to understand that environmental preservation is not a political 

agenda, but a collective responsibility. It's not about being left-wing or right-wing, 

progressive or conservative. We all share the same planet and therefore the same 

responsibility to care for it. 

Instead of getting lost in endless debates about who is more environmentally conscious, 

let's focus our efforts on tangible actions. Environmental preservation doesn't need 

heroes with capes and grandiose speeches; It needs ordinary citizens who are 

committed to making sustainable choices in their daily lives. 

So, the next time you feel like attending a demonstration, consider planting a tree 

instead of carrying a sign. Real change occurs when each of us takes responsibility for 

our actions and decides to be part of the solution, not part of the show. The TerraChange 

community doesn't have time for cheap activism. We're busy doing what's necessary. 

 

WHERE TO START? 

Our team is based in Brazil, where we started the preservation projects. But we won't 

just limit ourselves to our country. TerraChange will be a global movement, involving 

various teams, collaborators and volunteers around the world. We count on you, who 

are reading this document right now, to also participate in this movement of change. 



Keeping in mind the discourse so far, we will further explain how our token intends to 

help solve the environmental problem in a practical way. We will list some priorities, but 

it is important to clarify that they serve only as a guide and we will always be open to 

innovative ideas that, in some way, are related to our cause. Here's the list: 

• Depollution and cleaning of springs, rivers and sea. Water is a fundamental part 

of the quality of life of all living terrestrial forms. 

• Reforestation using native and/or fruit species of the region. By restoring key 

areas, we promote the return and permanence of species that were previously 

absent or threatened. 

• Cleaning of dirty areas due to incorrect garbage disposal. Incorrect waste 

disposal can lead to various problems and forms of soil and groundwater 

contamination. 

• Recycling of various materials so that they can continue to have usability without 

harming nature. 

• Support for the preservation of wild and marine fauna. We can't stop species 

from going extinct, it's been going on for as long as life has existed on Earth, long 

before we were here. But we can do our best to at least prevent species from 

going extinct by our direct actions. We can also assist in the recovery of 

endangered species. 

• Our goal is to help social causes, because we are also animals and part of the 

environment, right? Supporting other humans is just as important as supporting 

animals. 

• Promotion and encouragement of ecotourism, outdoor sports and similar 

initiatives, which promote the reconnection and integration of people with the 

environment. We believe that, through this, it is possible for people to glimpse 

the importance of protecting this precious heritage. 

• Investment and incentives in renewable energy projects. 

And how do we plan to execute these actions? That is the question you, dear reader, 

could be asking yourself right now. As our community is decentralized and brings 

together people from all over the world, we can all carry out our own actions with a local 

group, on a voluntary basis, at any time and document the actions within our 

communication channels. 

In addition, our token is in the BNB Smart Chain (BSC) environment. When it is traded or 

transferred, small buying and selling fees are charged. These fees will fund the token's 

existence, as well as services and workforce to execute these action plans listed above. 

We'll go into more detail about this technical part in the next chapter. 

In short, the trading fees, along with the community's own workforce, will serve as 

support for carrying out our actions. 



 

TOKENOMICS 

Now let's dive into the numbers and functionality part. Here, you'll get a better 

understanding of how our token is positioned on the network, its numbers, the concept 

of how it works, as well as breakdowns on the team's wallets and project fees. 

Technical Data 

Name: TerraChange (CHG) 

Network: BEP-20 Token (BNB Smart Chain) 

Decimals: 9 

Contract Address: 0xD448Cb1FdaB540302721434849b3ee22E38304E4 

Max Supply: 10.000.000 (10M) 

Circulating Supply: 10.000.000 (10M)  

Liquidity Pool Lock:  UNCX Locker (10 years) 

This token is a relaunch with enhanced security and functionality. The original was 

created under this address. To relaunch, we asked everyone who wanted to migrate to 

send their CHG balance to this wallet, which was created just for this purpose. Those 

who chose not to migrate were told to sell their tokens. After that, we sold the entire 

balance so that we could withdraw some of the locked liquidity and add it to the new 

token pair. After the implementation of the new contract, we send the balances to all 

wallets that chose to migrate to the new contract. 

Team Wallets 

In the first (old) contract, the tokens were divided from the initial amount created, and 

of the total ten million tokens, five percent went to the team. Five percent to the 

investor who provided the liquidity (capital) needed to start the project. We also set 

aside 5% for future listings and partnerships in the "Reserves" portfolio. The remaining 

85% has been added in its entirety to PancakeSwap's v2 liquidity pool. The initial 

distribution can be seen in the following chart: 

https://bscscan.com/token/0xD448Cb1FdaB540302721434849b3ee22E38304E4
https://app.uncx.network/amm/pancake-v2/pair/0x0610a69C7a237b48818F79EF4D3147322852482d
https://bscscan.com/token/0x043d528d78b647ca1f8a0a1f42027c1b689169a3
https://bscscan.com/address/0x32e010f351d27e049189340febf964120c613d24#tokentxns


 

The team's wallets are divided among the following addresses: 

Team: 0x335AE368ac257cD42cB31Bd2946F6Ba77a335F6d (CHG reservations) 

0x5FD695B51A87B8F98ec52FbaBD1316B195477Dc4 (fees) 

They are team wallets. In addition, the first wallet is the owner of the first (old) contract 

and the second is the deployer of the (new) relaunch contract. The funds accumulated 

here belong to the team, rewarding the diligent members behind $CHG, ensuring that 

we continue to attract and retain top talent. But we can also decide to use it as a support 

for marketing, development, partnerships, listings, project execution, and other 

strategic points to maintain or improve the token's ecosystem. The team reserves the 

right to decide how to make use of the balances of both wallets at its own discretion 

without commitments or obligations. Remembering that to support the token, there are 

already the "Reserves", "Projects" and "Marketing" wallets. 

Angel Investor: 0x2248e41363c0769922be5aE9AE01460ed1c79b95 

Personal reserve of the investor who provided the initial liquidity (capital) for the 

project. 

Reservations: 0x84516a04F0F416D4f2EE87876dA97cfffb5C98fd 

This wallet is managed by the developer, but the funds are reserved exclusively for 

marketing, development, partnerships, listings, and other strategic points to maintain 

or enhance the token's ecosystem, except for project execution. 

 

https://bscscan.com/address/0x335AE368ac257cD42cB31Bd2946F6Ba77a335F6d
https://bscscan.com/address/0x5FD695B51A87B8F98ec52FbaBD1316B195477Dc4
https://bscscan.com/address/0x2248e41363c0769922be5aE9AE01460ed1c79b95
https://bscscan.com/address/0x84516a04F0F416D4f2EE87876dA97cfffb5C98fd


Projects: 0xF790efa0839714c2d36d58B6900265641EE6851a 

Wallet where fees are directed to support projects backed by the TerraChange Token. 

This wallet also accepts donations of other tokens, in case our community wants to 

contribute directly to the execution of projects. 

Marketing: 0x4b6Fc77c01E138E8eEb2ceA6Ee7382c0Cca6382e 

Fees to this portfolio are designed to increase the holder base, foster partnerships, and 

maintain a dominant presence in the industry. 

How the token works 

Transactions involving TerraChange Token (CHG) have small fees charged during buying, 

selling, and transferring. These fees will fund the projects to be executed by the team, 

as well as serve to encourage retention. 

Fees apply for buying and selling, as well as transfers, as follows: 

• Buy/Sell: 5% Total 

Marketing Fee: 1% to increase the holders base, promote partnerships and 

maintain a dominant presence in the industry. 

Auto liquidity: 1% goes into auto liquidity, improving long-term security and 

stability. 

Projects: 1% goes to the sponsorship of our projects related to environmental 

preservation. 

Dividends: 1% turns into dividends that are paid daily in BNB directly into the 

wallets of all holders with 10 thousand CHG or more. 

Team: 1% rewards the team that works hard behind the $CHG, ensuring that 

we continue to attract and retain top talent. 

 

Transfers: 2% Total 

Projects Fee: 1% goes to the sponsorship of our projects related to 

environmental preservation. 

Dividends: 1% turns into dividends that are paid daily in BNB directly into the 

wallets of all holders with 10 thousand CHG or more. 

Dividends are paid daily if there is sufficient trading volume on the day. In addition, 

they are always paid in BNB. They go directly to the wallets of holders who hold at 

least 10,000 (10k) CHG tokens. 

 

 

https://bscscan.com/address/0xF790efa0839714c2d36d58B6900265641EE6851a
https://bscscan.com/address/0x4b6Fc77c01E138E8eEb2ceA6Ee7382c0Cca6382e


Incentives 

In addition to really supporting and collaborating with the environmental cause by 

trading and promoting our token, you also have the possibility to enjoy other 

advantages. We already have some ideas for new ways to reward our community. But 

for these ideas to become a reality, we first need to increase the token's adoption. 

During the next phases of the project, we will come up with ideas and evaluate 

community feedback and suggestions on this topic. 

 

ROADMAP 

To check out our strategic roadmap in detail, CLICK HERE. 

This roadmap serves as a strategic guide for the growth and evolution of the 

TerraChange community. As with any dynamic project, aspects can be adapted based 

on changes in the industry, community feedback, and unforeseen opportunities or 

challenges. However, at its core, it represents our commitment to continued growth, 

community engagement, and excellence. 

 

RISKS AND CHALLENGES 

Investing in crypto assets can be an exciting opportunity, but it also comes with 

significant risks and challenges, especially for those who are new to the subject. Here 

are important points to consider: 

Volatility: Crypto asset prices can be extremely volatile. This means that the value of 

your investment can increase or decrease dramatically in a short period, which can be 

risky if you need the money invested quickly. 

Complexity: The crypto market is complex and can be difficult to understand. There are 

many diverse types of crypto assets, each with its own set of rules and underlying 

technologies. 

Safety: Security is a major concern. Hackers often target crypto assets, and since 

transactions are often irreversible, if someone steals your assets, it may be impossible 

to recover them. 

Regulation: The regulatory environment for crypto assets is still developing. Changes in 

laws and regulations can affect the value of crypto assets, the way they are traded, and 

the ability to use them for everyday transactions. 

https://terrachangetoken.org/ecosystem#roadmap


Research: It is essential to do your own research before investing. This includes 

understanding the crypto asset you're considering investing in, as well as the broader 

market. 

We will not refund you due to any issues or loss of funds for your trading with the 

TerraChange Token (CHG). Especially, but not limited to: 

• Theft of your tokens due to a vulnerability in your device. 

• Loss of your private key, which should always remain in your possession and not 

be shared with third parties, as it provides unrestricted access to your balance. 

Without the private key, your balance will be inaccessible forever. 

• If you are the victim of a scam organized by people who have tricked you by 

asking you to send your balance to an address or make you share your personal 

details or private key. 

• Due to the high volatility of the crypto market, which can cause large swings in a 

short period. 

Investing is your personal decision, and you take on all the risks as you go. Remember, 

never invest more than you can afford to lose, and consider seeking professional 

financial advice if you are unsure about any investment. All data presented so far is for 

informational purposes only and does not serve as a trading recommendation. 

 

CONCLUSION 

In short, the potential of a crypto asset that supports environmental preservation 

projects is immense. Not only does it offer a new way to fund initiatives that are 

important to the planet, but it also engages the global community on environmental 

issues in an innovative and decentralized way. The idea of linking financial investments 

to concrete sustainability actions is an attractive proposition that can generate a 

significant positive impact. 

However, like any investment, there are risks associated with it. The volatility of the 

cryptocurrency market is notorious, and investors should be aware that the value of the 

crypto asset can fluctuate dramatically. Additionally, the risk of scams is a valid concern 

that requires great diligence and careful research before any investment. 

The key to the success of this crypto asset will be the transparency and verification of 

the supported projects, ensuring that the investments are truly contributing to 

environmental preservation. If these challenges can be overcome, the future of 

TerraChange Token will be bright and influential on the global stage. 

 



 

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA!  

Ready to get on board? Follow us on social media below and start your journey with 

us. 

X/Twitter: https://x.com/Terra_Change 

Telegram: https://t.me/Terra_Change 

Website: https://terrachangetoken.org 

 

https://x.com/Terra_Change
https://t.me/Terra_Change
https://t.me/Terra_Change
https://terrachangetoken.org/

